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Abstract.

We study the operators á(X) = 2'{M„XN„ and A*(Jf) = 2" M*XN*

which map the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a separable Hubert space
to itself, where (M„)"' and (N„)"' are separately commuting sequences of normal
operators. We prove that (1) when m =s 2, the Hubert-Schmidt norms of A( X) and
b*(X) are equal (finite or infinite); (2) for m > 3, if A(A") and A*(JT) are
Hilbert-Schmidt operators, then their Hilbert-Schmidt norms are equal; (3) if A, A*
have the property that for each X, A( X) = 0 implies A*( X) = 0, then for each X, if
A( X) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator then A*2( X) is also and the latter has the same
Hilbert-Schmidt norm as A2(X). Note that Fuglede's Theorem is immediate from ( 1)
in the case m = 2, A/, = 7V2and A/, = / = -M2. The proofs employ the duality
between the trace class and the class of all bounded linear operators and, unlike the
early proofs of Fuglede's Theorem, they are free of complex function theory.

Let H denote a separable, finite-dimensional, complex Hubert space. Let L(H) D

K(H) D CpD F(H), C2, C,,|| • II,, II■IIdenote, respectively, the class of all bounded
linear operators acting on H, the compact operators, the Schatten />-class, the finite
rank operators, the Hilbert-Schmidt class, the trace class, the C^-norm, and the
operator norm.
Definition. Let (M„>™=, and (Nn)™=i be two separately commuting sequences

of normal operators. Define A, A*: L(H) -» L(H) by
m

m

A(*)= 1 MnXNnand A*(X)= 2 M*nXN¿.
n=\

n=\

We shall study the algebra operator A: L(H) -» L(H) to determine conditions
when A is invertible and when it is 1-1. Our Main Theorem generalizes [8, Theorem

4] to the operator A.

Main Theorem 1. Let A, A* be as defined above. If L{X), A*(X) E C2, then
||A(X)||2=||A*(*)||2.
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Problem 1. (a) Does A(X) E C2 imply A*(X) E C2?
(b) Does A(X) = 0 imply A*(^) = 0?
1. Motivation. The Fuglede-Putnam

Theorem states that if A/,, N2 are normal

operators and X E L(i/), then NiX- XN2= 0 implies JVfX- A7V*= 0. The Main
Theorem and Problem 1 show that Fuglede's Theorem is part of a more general
phenomenon. Namely the more general expressions of 2 Mn XNn are involved
together with their Hilbert-Schmidt norms.
In [9] we proved Problem 1 for the case m = 2. This will serve as a first step in our
induction proof for Theorem 1.
In [7] Voiculescu proved that if St,...,Sk are commuting selfadjoint operators,
then there are diagonal operators Dx,...,Dk and a unitary operator U such that for

n = l,...,Jfc, USnU~l — DnE Ck with arbitrarily small Q-norm. In addition, this
result is sharp in that Ck is the smallest C^-class for which we can insure that all the

USJJ-' -Dne

cp.

We pointed out in [9] that Voiculescu's result implies the results in [9]. However,
even though his result is sharp, still if all the Af„'s and Nn's are all diagonal (or
arbitrarily small C2 perturbations of simultaneously diagonalizable operators), then a
straightforward computation shows that our Main Theorem holds true in this case
where Voiculescu's result does not. It has been, and continues to be, of interest to
ask what properties that would follow if every commuting family of selfadjoint
operators were simultaneously Hilbert-Schmidt perturbations of diagonal operators
are true anyway. Expressed more naively, in what ways are commuting normal
operators like diagonal operators. The Main Theorem is one such way.
The first lemma uses Voiculescu's Theorem and provides us with some motivation.
It also illustrates the limitations of his theorem in yielding a result like the Main
Theorem or Problem 1.
Lemma 1. // (Mn)j",
(Nn)™ are separately commuting
operators and X E Cp, where \/p + l/2m = 1/2, then

2MnXN„

sequences

of normal

2m:xn*

Proof. Let M'n = M„ © Nn and Y = (g0*) which act on the Hilbert space H ® H.
Then a straightforward computation gives

lM„XNn
i

lM'nYM'n

and

2m:xn„*

Im^ym;,*
i

This proves that to prove Theorem 1 or Lemma 1 (or to settle Problem 1(a) or (b)), it
suffices to prove the case Mn~ N .
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Applying Voiculescu's Theorem to the real and imaginary parts of Mn = Nn,
which form a family of 1m commuting selfadjoint operators, we can obtain a unitary
operator U, diagonal operators Du...,Dm with \\Dn\\ <2\\Mn\\ for each n, and
compact operators AT,,...,Km

we let Y= UXU* then ||7|l

E C2m with ||KnII2m < e/(6mmax

||M„||2).

Clearly if

\X\\pwà

lMnXNn

1 DJDn+ 2 KJKn + I KJDn + 2 DJKn
iiii

2 M*XM*

2 d;yd; + 2 k*yk* + 2 k;yd; + 2 d;yk;
iiii

and

But

2KnYKn+ lKnYDn+ lDnYKn
i
i
i
by Holder's inequality in the Schatten classes where \/p + 1/2/w = 1/2 [2]. Similarly for the * counterpart. Since e is arbitrary, it clearly suffices to prove

2 A,l'A,

1d;yd;

Now let (Xn(k))f=l denote the diagonal entries of the diagonal matrix Dn and let>»,•■
denote the matrix entries of Y. Then a straightforward computation shows that the

(i,j)\h entry of 1? DnYD„is (2™=1
KiOKUMj

and that of ï? D^YD; is

(2™=i^„(¡^„(y))^.
Since both these entries have equal absolute values and the
Hilbert-Schmidt norms of these operators can be expressed as the sum over i, j of
the squares of the absolute values of these numbers, the above equality holds.

Q.E.D.
Lemma 1 provides us with two corollaries we shall need later.
Corollary

2. The Main Theorem holds true when X E C2.

Proof. Apply Lemma 1. Note that if \/p + \/2m = 1/2 then p > 2, hence
C2 C C,.
Corollary

3. The Main Theorem is equivalent to the case where Mn — N„.

Proof. See the proof of Lemma 1 (first paragraph).
Remark. Lemma 1 can be strengthened to hold for C where \/p + l/2(m — 1)
= 1/2. The argument is similar to the proof of Lemma 4, reducing to the case where
Mx is invertible, then ehminating it to where the number of normals is reduced by
one.
2. A distribution theory for operators. This section provides us with a technical

tool.
In [8] the author introduced generating functions and test functions in connection
with operators. This treatise avoids direct use of generating functions, replacing
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them with their operator theoretic counterparts. However, we could not avoid the
distribution structure altogether.
It is difficult to motivate this section before seeing the need for it arise in a proof.
In any case we attempt a partial motivation.
Later we shall encounter an operator T for which (Tf, g) = 0 for certain f, g &
L2[0, 1], We will want to show T = 0. It is well known and elementary to verify that
(Tf, g) = trace T(f® g) where /® g is the rank one operator h -» ( , g)f. This
phenomenon is related to the fact that the dual of C, is L(H). It is this point of view
that has led the author to many of the results in this area.
Therefore one might wish to decide if all the/, g for which (Tf, g) = 0 when used
to form f®g spanC,. This would give trace TK = 0 for all K E C,. Hence

(Tf,g) = trace T(f® g) = 0 for all/, g E L2[0,1], so T would equal 0.
We need this sort of consideration regarding A and A*.
Lemma 4 (The Key Lemma). Suppose m = 2 with respect to A. Fix K E C, and

£ >0.
(a) // M2 and TV,are invertible, then there exists K E C, such that

\\A(K)-A*(K)\\x<e.
(b) There exists K E C, shcAiAar IIA(AT)- A*(Jf )||, < e.
(c) enclosure of A(C,) = enclosure of A*(C,). Equivalently, the enclosure of
A(C,) is selfadjoint.
Proof. Clearly (b) implies (c) since A, K and e are arbitrary. We first show that (a)
implies (b). Then we show that (a) is true.
Consider a spectral representation for the commuting normal operators A/, s M^
and M2 = M¿ taking place on a finite regular borel measure space. Let xf =
XiXM(x)\>e) anc* let ^e denote the projections
the strong operator topology as e -* 0. Set

4>{x)
a(x)

=

4>{x)
0

corresponding

to Mx. Then PE Î P0 in

if <*>(*)
#0,
if<#>(x)= 0,

and
*(*)
ß(x) =

0

ifiK*)*o,
if^(jc) = 0.

Let /4, denote the partial isometry corresponding to Ma and A2 the partial isometry
corresponding to Mp. Hence Mx, M2, Pt, P0, Ax, A2 all commute and, in addition,
AlM1 = M*, A2M2 = M*, (1 - P0)Al = 0, and M2(l - P0) = 0. Similarly for A/,,
N2 there exist Bu B2 and projections Qe î Q0 in the strong operator topology such
that A/,, A2, (2e, ß0, 5,, 52 all commute, and, in addition,

5,A, = N*,

B2N2 = N*,

5,(1 - ß0) = 0,

and

(1 - ß0)JV, = 0.

an extension of the fuglede

theorem
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Now fix K E C,.Then

K=(l-P0)K+(P0-Pe)K+PcK
= (1 - P0)[K(\ - ß0) + K(Q0 - Qc) + KQe]

+ (P0 - Pe)[K(\ - Q0) + K(Q0 - ß£) + KQe]

+ Pe[K(l-Q0)

+ K(Q0-Qe) + KQe]

= (1 - P0)K(\ - ßo) + (1 - P0)K(QQ- Ö«) + (1 - Po)KQe

+ (P0 - P,)K(l - fio) + (Po - PMQo

- Qt) + (P0 - PC)KQC

+ PeK(l - Go) + PMQo - ßj + PeKQe.
Since Pe -» P0 and ß£ -» ß0 in the strong operator topology as e ~* 0, as is well
known, for every T E C, we have (P£ - P0)7 -» 0 and T(Qe - Q0) -» 0 in the trace
norm. Therefore in the last equality, each term with P0 — Pe or ß0 — ß£ as a factor
tends to 0 in the trace norm.
Since (1 — P0)M2 = 0 = A/,(l — ß0), if we apply A to the terms in the last
equality with 1 — P0 or 1 — ß0 as a factor, we obtain a 1-sum rather than the usual
2-sum. For example,

A((l - P0)K(Q0 - ßj)

= A/,(l - P0)AT(ß0 - ß£)A/,.

Hence

(*)

A(K) = A/,(l - Po)^Ö,^i + M2/>£*(1 - ß0)A/2 + A(P£#ß£) + Te

where A((l - P0)K(\ - ß0)) = 0 and T£is the sum of all the terms with P0 - Pe or
ß0 — ß£ as a factor. Hence Te -> 0 in the trace norm as e -» 0.
Set Kx = A*(l - P0)KQeB*and K2 = A*2PeK(\- Q0)B*. Note that M*A* = A/,
and BfNf = A, (since A/,/1, = M* and 5, A, = A*). Therefore

A*(/e,) = A/*^r(l - P0)KQ£B*N*+ 0 = A/,(l - PQ)KQeNx.
SimilarlyA*(X:2)= M2PtK(\ - Q0)N*. Clearly we also have Ku K2 E C,.
To deal with A^tfßJ,
define A^ = A/2P£+ (1 - Pe) s A/^^,.^.
Since ^xe
+ (I — xc) is bounded below, M2 is normal and invertible. Similarly defining
N{ = ß£A/, + (1 - ß£), we have N[ is normal and invertible. Because Pe(\ — Pe) = 0

= ßE(l - ßE) we have A(PeKQe)= MxPtKQcN[+ M^PeKQeN2,but the right-hand
side of this expression satisfies the hypotheses of part (a). Fixing e0 > 0 and
assuming (a) for the moment, we obtain K'2 E C, such that if we denote A'(X) =

MXXN[+ M^XN2 and similarly for A'*(X), we have \\A'(PeKQe)- A'*(A^)||, <
y2 with A(PcKQe)= A'(PtKQß. Set K3 = PeK'3Qe.Then A*(K3)= A'*(K^) and
K3 E C,. So \\A(PeKQe)- A*(K3)\\X< e0/2.
Finally set K = AT,+ tf2 + K3, so K E C, and \\A(K) - A(K)\\X< e0/2 + lirjl,
(see (*)). But e is arbitrary and hence we can choose it close enough to 0 such that

II^H, < e0/2. That is, \\A(K) - A*(K)\\y < e0. This completes the proof that (a)
implies (b).
To prove (a) we first reduce to the case that A( X) = MX — XN with M, N normal
(not necessarily commuting). To see this, first observe that there is clearly no loss in
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generality if we replace + in A and A* by —. Now Af2, A, invertible imply easily
that M2XM^ and A/f'A/,* are unitary operators and so, as is well known, they
preserve the trace norm (that is, if H is a unitary operator then \\UT\\, = ||r||, for
every TE C,).
Now,
A(A") = M2(M2XMXK-

KN2N{X)NX

and M2XMXK— KN2M~Xis of the form MX — XN with M, N normal. If we assume
that (a) holds for these forms, then there exists Kx E C, such that
\\M2\\ \\(M2XMXK - KN2N{X) - (M2x'M*Kx - KXN*NX-X')\\]||A/,|| < e.

But
M2(M2x'Mx*Kx - KXN*NX'X')NX= M^M2X'M2(M2X'M*KX - ¿1A/2*JVf1*)AWf1*A/f

= M*(M2x"M2KxNxNxx')N* - M*(M2-i'M2KxNxNx-l')N*.

Set K= M2X"M2KXNXNX'X\
Then K E C,. Then putting this all together we have

IIA(K) - A*(K)\\ x < e. Hence we may assume A(X) = MX - XN.
Next we reduce to the case A( X) = NX - XN where TVis normal. Set H' = H © H,

N' = M © TVand A'(*) = N'X - XN' for X E H'. Set K' = (J^), K E Cx.Then

A'(A-')

0
0

A(Ä")'
0

and similarly for A'*(K'). If we assume (a) when M = N, that is, for A', then there

exists K' Ê C, (relative to H © H) such that IIA'(A"') - A'*(K')\\, < e. But

K

K' =
relative to H © H, and so K E C,. In addition,

||A(^)-A*(^)||,=

0
0

A(Ä")\_/0
0 /
\0

A*(A")
0

\\A'{K') - A'*(K')

<e.

(Compute A'*(K') in terms of iC) Hence we may assume M = N.
To prove (a) when A( X) = NX — XN, apply Voiculescu's Theorem to obtain a

basis (OT m which N = D + C where D is diagonal and C G C2 with ||C||2 < e.
Fixing A"£ Cx, let Ä?(j, /) denote the matrix entries for K with respect to this basis.
Let Pn denote the finite projection onto span(e,,.

..,en)

and set K„ — PnKPn. Hence

*,(/,/)
=if'A '

i,j<n,
otherwise,

and, as is well known, Kn E C, and Kn -> K in the trace norm. Therefore it suffices
to prove (a) for K„, since ||A(AT) - A(Ärn)||, ^ 0. Let <¿/„>S° denote the diagonal

entries of D. Define

i/. - rf,

-Kn(i,j)

*„(''. ;)

o

if d^dj,
otherwise.
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Then Kn is a matrix whose entries are finitely nonzero and, hence, Kn E C, with

IIKJ2 = IIKn\\2« \\KII2« IlKII,. BycomputationDKn- KnD = D*Kn- K„D*.
Therefore

\\A(K„)- A*(k„)l =\\(CKn- KnC)+ [C*kn - KnC)\\
<4||C||2||A1|2<4||C||2 ||A-||,<4e||tf||,.

Q.E.D.

Remark. In case this unified approach to these various Fuglede type theorems
seems a bit circular, since the proof of the key lemma uses Voiculescu's new result,
we wish to point out that this last reduction can be proved without Voiculescu's
theorem using the techniques in [9] or Lemma 14 given later. However the proof is
longer and more technical. For this reason we omit it.
Lemma 4 provides a new approach and a very short proof of the Fuglede-Putnam
Theorem and, with no extra work, the extension to the A-operator for m — 2.

Theorem 5 (The Fuglede Theorem for the A-operator
A(X) = Qthen A*(A")= 0.

with m = 2). //

Proof. Note that if K is any trace class operator and A, X, B E L(H) then trace
AXBK = trace XBKA. This follows since if T = XBK, T is a trace class operator
and trace AT = Trace TA, as is well known.
Let AX(X) = 2™=,NnXMn.Then by the above remarks, for every K E C„

Trace A( X)K = trace X( A,( K ))
and the same for A*(X)K.
Recall that for all T E L(H),f, g E H we have (Tf, g) = trace T(f® g).
Now to show A*(X) = 0, it suffices to show (A*(X)f, g) - 0 for all /, g E H.
But

(A*( *)/, g) = trace A*(X)(f® g) = trace X[A*(f ® g)].
By Lemma 4, for every e > 0 there exists K such that \\AX(K) - A\*(f® g)\\x <
e/|| X\\. Then

|trace*[Af(/®g)]-

trace x[Ax(KJ\\^\\X\\\\A*x(f ® g) - AX(K%< z.

But AX = 0 implies trace X[AX(K)] = trace[A(;f)]À: = 0. Therefore | (A*(X)f, g) \
< e for all e > 0. Since e was arbitrary, (A*(X)f, g) = 0. Q.E.D.
Remark. Here is the first use of the 'distribution theory for operators'. Using the
operators A,(*) to approximate A*(/® g) corresponds somewhat to the notion of
test functions in the classical distribution theory.

3. Asymptotic Fuglede theorems. There has been a plethora of papers on asymptotic Fuglede theorems. The first, and perhaps most notable, is that of R. Moore [3]
which states that if N is normal and IIA'11< M, then for every e > 0 there exists

8 > 0 suchthat IINX - XNII< S implies||N*X - XN*\\< e.
D. Rogers [5] later proved similar asymptotic Fuglede theorems for the strong and
weak operator topologies. He proved that if {A^} C L(H) are uniformly bounded

then NXn- X„N -> 0 SOT (WOT) then N*Xn- XnN* - 0 SOT (WOT).
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We can give a proof for Rogers' result in the WOT using our approach of Lemma
4 and an alteration of the proof of Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. Let m —2 for A. If {Xn} is uniformly bounded in L(H), then

A(Xn) - 0 (WOT) impliesA*(X„)-» 0 (WOT).
Proof.

Note first that by the usual 2X2

matrix trick, we may assume that

without loss of generality, Mn = Nn.

The proof of the theorem depends on the inequality from the proof of Theorem 5.

(Note:Ax = A, if M„ = N„.)

\(A*(X)f,g)\ = \(tmceX[A*(f®g)]-lriice[XA(K)])

+ tniCe[XA(K)]\

<\\X\\\\A*(f® g) - A(K)\\X +\trÍÍCe[A(X)K]\.
By hypothesis IIXn11^ A/ for some M and all n.
A closer examination of our proof of Lemma 4 tells us that K was actually chosen
to be a finite rank operator. Hence we may assume here that K = 2xNfk® gk and

IIA*(f® g) - A(AT)||,< e/2M. Therefore by the above inequality
\(A*(Xn)f,g)\<^

+ trA(Xn)K.

But tr A(Xn)K = l»(A(Xn)fk, gk) - 0 as n -* oo, since (A(X„)fk, gk) - 0 for each
k. Therefore for n sufficiently large, | (A*(Xn)f, g)\< e. Q.E.D.
4. Reductions of the Main Theorem. In this section we prove several lemmas and
theorems which reduce Problem 1 and our Main Theorem 1 to the case where
Mn = Nn = Mq (by Corollary 3), where in addition the $„'s are continuous functions on [0,1], H = L2[0,1], and (<>„>are linearly independent on all measurable
sets E C [0,1] of positive measure. Then we develop the theory from this case.
The reader should keep in mind that there is an underlying induction hypothesis on
m throughout this section.
Lemma 7. Theorem 1 and Problem 1 are equivalent to the case H = L2(X, fi) where
(X,n) is a regular bor el probability measure on a compact Hausdorff space and for
each n, Nn = Mn — Af0 where <i>„
E L°°(n).

Proof. Simply use a standard form of the spectral theorem applied to the
commuting family of normal operators (A/„)|". That we can assume Mn = Nn

follows by Corollary 3.
Crucial to the proof of Theorem 1 and a better understanding of Problem 1 is that
(Mq ) be linearly independent on all subspaces L2(E) where E is measurable and
mE > 0. However this is not necessarily the case. We must first factor out the
subspace of L2(E) where M^ are linearly dependent and treat them separately.
Lemma 8. Theorem 1 (Problem 1) is equivalent to the case of Theorem 1 (Problem 1)
where we assume in addition that for every measurable set E with mE > 0, the set
(M<f>i)|" (each of which is reduced by L2(E)) is linearly independent on L2(E).

Proof.
E(cx,...,cm)

For

each nonzero

«-tuple

of complex

numbers

(cx,... ,cm), let

= {x E X: 2™=|C„<i>„(;c)= 0}. Clearly E(cx,.. .,cm) is measurable.

AN EXTENSION OF THE FUGLEDE THEOREM
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Define o0 = sup{/i[£(c„...,cm)]:
(c„...,cm)
z 0}. Clearly 0 < a0 *£ ¡iX< oo.
Now choose E0 = E(cx,.. .,cm) such that fiE0 s* a0/2. Now inductively define En,

a„ as follows. Let
n-l

a„ = sup^/x E(cx,...,cm)n\X\\jEk
\

:(c„...,C|fl)zO

o

Choose En = [E(cx,...,cm)
n (*\
U£ *£*)] for some (c,,...,cm)
z0 such that
pEn> an/2. The two pertinent facts here are firstly that the £„'s are disjoint and
secondly that 2^ an < 22 /¿£„ < 2/xX < oo. Therefore an -> 0 as n -* oo.
Hence we have X = E0 U Ex U • • • U( A"\ U^£¿.) and (<>„>!"are linearly dependent on each Ek (hence 2™cnAi^ = 0 on L2(En) for some fixed (c,,... ,cm) z 0).

The essential claim here is that X\ U " Ek has the property that if E is measurable,
E C X\ {J0°Ek such that for some fixed (c„...,cm) s 0, 2™cn<f>„(x)
= 0 on E,
then /x£ = 0. To see this, suppose to the contrary there is such a set E with pE > 0.

But ÍC^U^jC^U;^.

Hence by the definition of a„, a„ » |a£. This is a

contradiction since a„ -* 0.
Now set Ex = X\ U^Ek. Then H = 2% ®L2(Ek) © L2(£00) with each £2(£¿)
(0 < k < oo) reducing all the A/„'s. Let /^ denote the orthogonal projection whose
range is L2(Ek). It is easy to see that for every Y E L(H),

I111*

P.-IT.
7112

where i, j attain oo in this sum. Therefore to prove Theorem 1 it suffices to prove
that for each 1 </',/<
oo,

2m;xm;

P, 2MnXM„

Note that if /' or/ < oo, say i < oo, then L2(Ei) reduces the A/„'s, and in fact there

exists (c,.cje0
such that Pffic„Ma]
P,Mn is a linear combination of the rest, say

= 0 = PfiL?cnM*].

Therefore one

P,Mk = 2 anP,Mn and PtM* = 2 a^M*.
n=£k

n¥=k

Hence

P,

2m„xm„ =

2 P,MHXM„= 2 P,MnXMn+ PiMkXMk
n=\

ni^k

= 2 PtMnXMn+2 a^M.XM^
n¥*k

n¥=k

2 (1 + an)PtMnXMn,
n¥=k

and similarlyfor Pfè? M*XM*].
We stated earlier that we are assuming the induction hypothesis that Theorem 1
(Problem 1, respectively) is true for sequences of normal operators fewer than m.
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Therefore

2a/„aa/„
i

2 (l + a„)Mn{PiXPjh)M„
n¥=k

2 (i+5„)a/*(/>a7>)a/„*
n¥=k

2 M*XM*

since both sums are the case of a sequence of at most m — 1 normal operators, so
the induction hypothesis applies.
Now the only thing left to consider is the case /' =/ = oo. Use the operator

M Poo A-*
)(P oo''1-*
XPooA)(PL ooJMAn*Poo/')
lMnXMn P
' oo = Y
—• (P
V oo"1«'
1

and similarly for /,00[2î"M*XM*]PX. In other words this is precisely the kind of
operator of Theorem 1 (Problem 1) and Lemma 4 but with all the operators viewed
as acting on L2(EX) (since PXYPX E L(L2(EX))).

By virtue of the essential claim mentioned earlier in this proof, there is no
measurable set £ C Em with ¡xE > 0 on which 2™c„$„(*) = 0 for some fixed
(c,.cffl)2
0. Since í =/ = oo is the only case of Theorem 1 not yet proven, we
therefore have reduced to the case of Lemma 8. Q.E.D.
Lemma 9. Theorem 1 (Problem 1) is equivalent to the case H = L2[0,1], and for
each n, Mn = M^
measure.

where <#>„
E L°°[0,1] with Lebesgue measure as the underlying

Proof. By Lemmas 7 and 8, H = L2(fi), <f>n
E £2(ju.) where (X, ¡i) is a regular
borel probability measure on a compact Hausdorff space, and for all (c,,... ,cm) z 0,

K* E X: IT cM*) = °) = 0.
In a regular borel probability measure space, on a compact Hausdorff space it is
well known that the only atoms are points. We claim that (X, ju) contain no atoms.
Suppose {x0} is an atom. Therefore ß{x0} > 0. Therefore if <¡>x(x0)¥= 0, then

(<M*o)/<#,i<>o))<M*o)- <M*o) = °;
(^(^^(^o))^^)

= °;and

if «hC^o) *= °> then <í>i(*o)~

if *í»i(^o) = ^2(^0) = °.then

<i>i(*o)+ ^2(^0) = °-

In any of these cases, the atom is a set of positive measure on which (<f>„)î"are
linearly dependent. This contradicts the condition of Lemma 8.
By the well-known Carathéodory measure isomorphism theorem, (X, ju) is measure-theoretically equivalent to Lebesgue measure on [0,1]. Therefore we can substitute ([0,1], m) for (X, ju) in the conditions of Lemma 7.
Proposition 10. If (P^f
is a sequence of projection operators such that Pk -> I in
the strong operator topology, and Y E L(H), then Y E C2 // and only if for some
M < 00,

PkYPk||2 < M. In case Y E C2, we have \\Y\\2 = limbec IIJMT,k"

2-
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Proof. This is a standard fact. For a short proof, let (en)f
Then for all N,

1 1(^.^)1=

i«,y<Ar

lim
k-'CC

2

\{PkYPkenej)\

be any basis of H.

<M.

Ki,j<N

N is arbitrary, hence IIYII2 < M. The rest is straightforward. Q.E.D.
Lemma 11. Theorem 1 (Problem 1) ú equivalent to Lemma 9 where, in addition, we
assume each <j>n(x)is continuous.

Proof. Using Lusin's Theorem repeatedly on the </>n's,
we can obtain a closed set
Fk C [0,1] on which all the </>„'s
are continuous and m([0, l]\Fk) < \/k. Hence if we
set Pk = MxE > tnen eacn Pk commutes with each M^ and Pk -> I in the strong
operator topology.
Now extend each <f>„
on Fk continuously to all of [0,1], and call this extension %.
Then PkMtñ Pk My . Therefore

2MnXMn Pk = 2M<t(PkXPk)M*
and

^M*XM* Pk = lM$(PkXPk)Ml.
The right-hand sides of the last two equations satisfy the additional hypothesis of
Lemma 11. Hence assuming Theorem 1 (Problem 1) true in this case implies that the
left-hand sides of those equations have equal Hilbert-Schmidt norms. Then applying
Proposition 10 we obtain Theorem 1 for the M^ 's. Q.E.D.
Summary. Theofèm 1 (Problem 1) is equivalent to the case H = L2[0, IL Mn — Nn
= Mq where <#>„
E L°°[0,1] for each n, with the property that

m\x(=[0,l]:
for every m-tuple (c,,...,cm)

2c„4>n(x)=0

0

e 0.

Definition. Set O = {(x, y) E (0,1) X (0,1): 2J" $n(x)4>n(y)* 0}. The set O is
open in [0,1] X [0,1] by the continuity of the ^'s.

Proposition 12. m X m[[0,1] X [0, \]\0] = 0.
Proof. Suppose not. Then by Tonelli's Theorem there exists a cross-section £ of
positive measure. That is, there exists^ E [0,1] such that 2T<t>n(x)$n(y0) = 0 on £.
This contradicts the condition in the summary on the <f>„'s.

Lemma 13. Let <</>„(*)>;",
(^„(x))? be sequences in £°°(0,1). Let H = L2(0,1).
Define for each X E L(H), the operator A(X) = 2J" A/^AA/^ which maps L(H) -»
L(H). If X is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and so it has a kernel representation F(x, y)

where (Xf)(x) = /F(x, y)f(y) dy, then A(X) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with the
kernel function [2r«í>„(x)*„(>')]£(x, y).
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Proof. Simply compute A( X) using the kernel representation for X to obtain the
kernel function for A(X). The case X = f®g, F(x, y) =f(x)g(y)
is easiest to
check. The Schmidt representation X = 2 A„/„ ® gn completes the proof [2].

Lemma 14 (The Key Lemma). Suppose 2™Af^AA/^ E C2 where H = L2(0,1),
(^„(x))^ CL°°(0,1) and X E L(H). Also suppose for every (c,.cJzO,
m{x: 2í"c„<í)„(x) = 0} = 0. Then for every (x0, y0) E O, there exist arbitrarily small
open intervals I, J where x0 E I, y0 E J such that MXXMX E C2.

Proof. Let (x0, y0) E O. Set 2? <¡>„(x0)<t>„(y0)
= a¥=0. Then
2«í>n(^)<í»n(>')= «

2T*.(*)*.G0-fl"

By the continuity of 2,"«í>„(a;)</>„(
>0 and the fact that a^O, there exist arbitrarily
small open intervals £ J with x0 E I and j0 E / such that for every (x, y) E I XJ,

2T<k,(x)b,(y)-a\

<
E
^
c,

e to be determined later, but for now at least e < 1. We shall prove that for e
sufficiently small, the operator MxXMXj E C2.

Ddme8:L(H)^L(H)by

8(X) =

2A/.AA/. -aX

A direct computation shows that if A(A")= 21"M^ XM^ then

A = a(I-8)
where A, 8,1 (the identity) are viewed as maps on L(H)

-» L(H).

It is clear from its definition that 8: C2 -* C2. We further claim that the map y:
X -* 8(MX/XMXj) is a contraction on C2 -» C2 of norm bounded by e. To see this, if
X E C2 let £(x, j>) denote the kernel function that reproduces X. By Lemma 13, the
kernel function for y( X) is

G(x,y)=±

2</>„(*)4>„{y)
- Af(x, y)x,(x)xj(y)-

But then

¥(Mx™j(2=jf\G\2^e2jjW

nl

because | a "(2™<P„(x)4>„(y)— a) |< e < 1 on I X J. Therefore y is a contraction on
C2 of norm less than or equal to e. We have

Mx,A(*)Mx, = *(MXIXMJ = a(l - S)(MxXMj.
The hypothesis of Lemma 11 is that A(X) E C2. Hence (I - 8)(MxXMXj) E C2.
Set Tj= ||(7 - S)(A/X;AA/Xy)||2.We also have

y-(/ - 5)(A/X;A-A/XJ= 8"(I - 8)(Mx¡XMj
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since M , Mx are projection operators and commute with 8. Therefore

||Ô"(/-ô)(A/X;AA/xJ||2=£c-"î,.
If k > n then
(l-8k)(MxXMXj)-(I-8")(MxXMXj)

= (8"-8k)(MxXMj=^8iY\-S)(MxXMj.
This operator has Hilbert-Schmidt norm bounded above by
lk-l

\

2 e' -J< e"(' ~~e) t? —*0

as n -» oo.

Also

(I - 8")(MxXMJ = ^

8^(1 - 8)(MxXMJ E C2

(here we let ô° denote the identity map on L(H)). Hence the sequence of operators
(I - fi")(A/Y
AA/Y
) form a Cauchy sequence in C2.
Therefore (I - ô,')(A/vA / AA/V
)
a /
a,/
¿
AV
-» K in the C2 norm and K E C2.
Set y = A/Y
AAT
- K. Then 7 - 8\MY
AA/Y
) - 0 in C,.
That is, Y =
Xl
Xj
y
Xl
Xj '
¿
\\mn^x8n(MXiXMXj), the limit taken in the uniform operator topology. Then
y(7) = y hm 8r>(MYXMV ) = lim yS^M^ XMV ) = lim 5"+1(A/v XMv ).

Therefore Y = y( 7 ) and so 7 is a fixed point of y.
It suffices to prove Y = y(Y) implies 7=0. Then we would have MX¡XM - K
E C2. This is the part of the proof where we need to choose e sufficiently small in
order to force y to fail to possess a nonzero fixed point.
Notice that if R is a rank one operator then M RM is also rank 1 and by the
definition of 8, y(R) = 8(MX/RM ) has rank at most m + \. Hence y"(R) has rank
at most (m + 1)".
Notice that if A is a rank k operator then Mil < Jk\\A\\2. This follows easily
from Holder's inequality applied to the diagonal sequences of | A \ , which can be
nonzero in at most k entries. Recall again that if A E L(L2(0,1)) and/, g E L2(0,1),
then (Af, g) = trace A(f® g) when f® g is the rank one operator A -» (A, g)f.

Also if <f>,
* E L°°(0,1) then

«;(/®g)^(A)

= ♦[(/»«)(**)]
= (A, *g)*/=

= (**.«)♦/
(>/®*g)(A),

for every A E L2(0,1). In other words M^(f ® g)M^ = $f® %.
Finally recall that if R is a trace class operator and A E L(H) then, as is well

known, Tt AR = Tr RA. Letting^ = M„, R = XM„(f®g), we obtain
tr MnXMn(f® g) = tr XMn(f® g)Mn.

14
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From this it follows that tr 8(A)(f®g)

= tr A8(f®g).

Indeed tr 8"(A)(f® g) =

trA8"(f®g).
Putting all this together, we have that if /, g E L2(0,1) and y(7) = 7, then
7 = y"(7). Hence

(17, g) = (y"(Y)f, g) = {8"{MxYMjf, g) = tr 8"{MxYMXj)(f®g)
= tr[A/X/7MjS"(/®g)

= lr[YMx8"(f®g)Mx].

Hence

\(Yf,g)\=\tT[YMx8\f®g)Mx]\=\tr[Y8"{MXj(f®g)MXi)

<l|5lk(H)HMXy(/®
g)MJl
<\\Y\\LiHyJ(m+\)n
A straightforward

¡8^{MXj(f®g)MXi

verification shows that the L2-kernel function for the operator

f® g is f(x)g(y). Indeed

((f®g)(h),k)=ffh(y)'gly)Ax)WJ.
Therefore the kernel function for 8n(MXj(f ® g)MXi) = 8"(xjf®x¡g\

by Lemma

13, is
H{x,y)

But I a-^f

2<t>n(x)<Pn(y)- a
i

xAx)f(x)xr(y)g(y)

■

$n(x)<$>„(y)
- a] |< £ on I X J. Therefore

\H(x,y)\<e"\f(x)\\g(y)
and so
1/2

MMXj(f®g)MXi)\\2=
ff\H(x,y)\:

<Fn

■\g\\-

Hence

\(Yf,g)\<\\Y\\L(H)]¡(m+l)n\\8«{MXj(f®g)MXi

<iiyiiW(«
+ ir -ñ\ñhi
Now choose e = l/2v/m + 1 . Then | (Yf, g) |< \\y\\ LiH)2~"\\f IIllgll. Since n is
arbitrary, we have that (Yf,g) = 0. Since/, g E £2(0,1) were arbitrary, 7=0
hence A/Y
AA/Y
= K E C7.
Q.E.D.
Xl
Xj
z
^

and

Lemma 15. TAeve exist disjoint open squares In X Jn in (0,1) X (0,1) such that

m X m( U /„ X /„) = \ andMv

AA/V E C, /or eacA n.

Proof. By Lemma 14, for each (x0, y0) E O, there exist arbitrarily small open
squares I X J C O centered at (x0, y0) such that M%XMX] E C2. The collection of
all such open squares must therefore form a Vitali covering of O, which has finite
Lebesgue measure in the plane.
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By the Vitali covering lemma, taking e = \, there exists a finite disjoint collection
of these open squares {Ik X Jk}"k'=xsuch that m X m(0\ U/tX Jk) < \. Again by
Lemma 11, since 0\ U IkX Jk is open, we have a Vitali covering of this set with the
same kind of open squares having the same properties as before. Choosing e = \ and
applying the Vitali covering lemma again, we obtain a finite disjoint collection of
open squares {Ik X Jk}"„]+Xsuch that m X m(0\ Ux2Ik X Jk) < \ and Mx,XMxJn
E C2, and so on for e = ¿, ^,_This
produces our sequences of open squares
/„ XJnCO such that m X m(0\ U /,, X Jn) = 0 and Mx,XMxjn E C2 for all n.

Q.E.D.
Remarks. Another proof of this lemma exists without using the Vitali covering
lemma. Use a grid argument to obtain a closed set in O with planar measure
approximately 1. Then use compactness to obtain a finite cover consisting of the
desired open squares. Then consider all the overlappings and extract the interiors of
the components. Subtract off their closures from O and you obtain another open set.
Do this all again, and again. This, in the limit, exhausts all of O (not merely a subset
of O of planar measure 1).

Lemma16. DefineA(X) = 2"' M^XM^ and A*(X) = 2"' M^XM^, where<<i>„>™
C Lx(0,1) and X E L(L2(0,1)).

Suppose (Ik X Jk) is a sequence of disjoint open

squares for which

(i)m X m(U/A

XJk)=\

and

(ii) Mxi XMxj E C2for every k.
Let Pk = MXh and Qk = MXj, If H X) E C2, then
(a) A( A) = 2 PkA(X)Qk, where this sum converges in C2.

(b) \\A(X)\\2 = 2k\\PkA(X)Qk\\2. (More generally if K E C2 then \\K\\\ =

s*ii^^e*uto
(c)\\PkA(X)Qk\\2 = \\PkA*(X)Qk\\2.
< oo.
(à)2k\\PkA*(X)Qk

Proof. To prove part (a) let F(x, y) E L2((0,1) X (0,1)) denote the kernel
function for A( X). Then

//

A(X)-^PkA(X)Qf

-> 0

y-íxIix)x4y)\F(x,y)
as N -» oo

by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Indeed m X m(U In X Jn) = 1
implies 2f Xr(x)Xj(,y) ~* 1 a-e- m [0*1] x [0>1] and the integral is dominated by

|£(*,>0|2To prove (b), notice that

2 \\PkA(X)Qk\\l
= 2 // \x¿x)X¿y)F(x, y)\2
k

k

=

ii
W(/„xy„)

\F\2 = j j \F\2 =\HX)(2.
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To prove (c) notice that Pk, Qk commutes with A and A*. By hypothesis (ii)

Pk XQk E C2for all k. By Corollary 2

\\PkA(X)Qk\\2=||A(/»AA-ßJ||2 =||A*(P,A"ßJ||2 = ||PAA*(AT)ßJ2.
To prove (d) observe that by (b) and (c),

2 \\PkA*(X)Qk\\22
= 2 \\PkA(X)Qk\\2 =\\A(X)\\22< oo. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 1. If A(X), A*(X) E C2 then Lemma 16(b), (c) apply to give

l|A(A-)||2= 2 \\PkHX)Qk\\l= 2 \\P^*(X)Qk\\22=\\A*(X)\\22.
Q.E.D.
The last theorem of this section connects (a) and (b) in Problem 1. We find it
striking and a bit curious.

Theorem 17. If A, A* satisfy the property in Problem 1(a), that is, that A(X) = 0
imply A*(X) = 0, then A(X) E C, implies A*2(X) E C2 with ||A2(A")||2 =
|A*2(A)|| I2-

Proof. Let T = A*(X) - 2k PkA*(X)Qk. Then

A(T) = AA*(A) - A(lPkA*(X)Qk) = A*A(A")- 2^A*(A(X))Qk
A(X)-^PkA(X)Qh
kL

0.

k

By Lemma 16(a), since AT = 0, we have 0 = A*T = A*2(X) - 2 PkA*2(X)Qk. But
IPkA*(X)QkE C2. Hence

A*(2/>,A*(A)ß,)=2^A*2(A)ß,A*2(A)EC2.
v k

'

This almost completes the proof. What is incomplete is that previously we used
the induction hypotheses relating A and A* to make reductions to the present case
for Theorem 1. The reader must consider the previous reductions using the different
hypothesis that Theorem 17 relating A and A*2 holds true for A sums of size less
than m. That ||A2(A')||2 = ||A*2(A)||2 follows from Theorem 1 and the first part of

this theorem. Q.E.D.
Remark. All the results of this section apply to Problem 1 in exactly the same way
as Theorem 1. The reader must substitute the words Problem 1 wherever Theorem 1
appears. In the proofs, the stronger induction hypotheses and the stronger conclusion present no difficulties.
The difficulty in settling Problem 1 in the affirmative lies, for us, in showing that

A*(X) = If PkA*(X)Qk. This remains open.
There is an alternate proof of Theorem 1 which follows directly from Lemma 8.
The disadvantage of it is that it avoids all the constructive aspects of the later proofs,
especially the ' local Hilbert-Schmidt' character of X. Such local behavior is needed
to prove Theorem 17.
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Alternate proof of Theorem 1. If A( A), A*(A) E C2, letting G(x, y), H(x, y)
E L2(\i X n) denote their respective reproducing kernels, let A(x, y) =
2"<t>„(x)<t>n(y).Since A and A* commute we have that

^«'•*

=í¿T)l*^G]

=ía7)l«x-'')'/l=*x-'')-

where it is elementary to verify that A(x, y)G = A(x, y)H. Here Lemma 8 is used
along with Tonelli's Theorem to insure that A(x, y) ¥= 0 li X ¡u-almost everywhere.
Therefore | G | = | H \ ¡xX ¡u-almost everywhere. The rest is clear. Q.E.D.
5. Partial results on the Fuglede Theorem for A modulo the trace class. The
following questions appear in [10, 9] and remain unsolved.

Question 1. If A is normal and X E L(H), does NX - XN E C, imply N*X XN* ECX?
Question 2. If N is normal and X E K(H), does NX - XN E C, imply N*X -

XN* EC,?
Question3. If N is normal, X E K(H) does NX - XN E C, imply tr(A/A - XN)

= 0?
In [8, Theorem 8] we proved Question 3 holds true under the additional hypothesis that A E C2. In [10] we proved that if the answer to Question 2 is yes, then it
follows that the answer to Question 3 is yes.
Since the Fuglede-Putnam phenomena modulo the Hilbert-Schmidt class holds in
a more general setting relating finite sequences of commuting normal operators, and
since the Voiculescu phenomena mentioned earlier fail to extend to finite sequences
of commuting normal operators, it is natural to ask if [8, Theorem 8] extends to a
sum in some way. The theorem states that if N is normal, X E C2 and NX — XN E

C„ then tr(NX - XN) = 0. For finite sums 2„NnX-

XN„, the same result holds

true for obvious reasons (provided (N") are commuting normals). In order to find a
nontrivial analog to this theorem, the author asked the following unpublished
question. If A,, N2 are commuting normals and A,, A"2E C2 such that K — A/,A, —
XXNX+ N2X2 — X2N2 E Cx, must Tr K = 0? Unfortunately the answer to this
question is no. The example is due to recent joint work with Dan Timotyn. We do
not include the example in this paper, owing to its length and technical nature.
On an analog to Question 1. It is elementary, though tedious, to produce two 4X4
matrices, N a diagonal and X nonzero in the (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4) positions such
that \\NX - XN\\X¥-\\N*XXN*\\X.This suggests that the answer to Question 1
may be no. However, there is an analog to Question 1 that is true.
Consider the A, A* operators on L(H) where, in addition, Nn = M* and (A/„)|"
are commuting normal operators. That is,
m

A{X)=^MnXM*
i

m

and A*(X) = ^M*XMn.
i

Clearly A preserves selfadjointness and positivity.

Theorem 18. Let A be as defined above (with Nn = A/*) and K E Cx. Then
\.r(A(K)) = It(A*(K)). In particular, ifK>0 then ||A(A")||, = \\A*(K)\\X.
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Proof. If K > 0 then A(K), A*(K)>0

and so ||A(/OH, = tr(A(K)) and the

same for A*. Therefore it suffices to prove the first part of the theorem, namely that
tr(A(K)) = tr(A*(K)) for every K E Ct. Clearly then it suffices to prove tr MKM*
= tr M*KM for every normal operator M.
Indeed, more is true, if A commutes with B, then tr A KB = tr BKA, because tr

AKB = tr KBA = tr KAB = tr BKA (using the fact that tr TS = tr ST if S E L(H)
and TECX).
Corollary
19. Let K E C, and An, Bn E L(H)
1 *£ n < w. 7/Ae«

tr2^^„
i

such that AnBn = BnAn for

= tr25„/^„.
i

6. The A-operator as an infinite sum. In this section we consider the A-operator
with m = oo. In order to insure convergence of the sum, we shall assume
2"= | IIA/n|| || A/JI < oo. Of course also (A/„) and (A/n) are still separately commuting sequences of operators. Then
CO

oc

A(A)= 2 M„XN„ and A*(A) = 2 M*XN^
are bounded linear operators on L(H) - L(H) with ||A|| < 2™=1IIA/„|| ||A/„|| and
the same for A* (in fact this is true for any \\A\\, of the type where / is a normed

ideal for which \\AKB\\,< Mil II5II\\K\\,).
The general question in this section is which of the results of the earlier sections
remain true for the infinite sum. The theme is to try to prove Theorem 1 in this
setting.
The main difficulty in extending to the infinite case concerns the function
A(x, y) = 2<t>n(x)<t>n(y).First of all the spectral theorem applies to the entire
sequence (A/,,)" and allows us to keep this action on a finite, regular borel,
compact, Hausdorff measure space (A', ju). Clearly the Berberian 2X2 matrix trick
allows us to assume without loss of generality that Nn = Mn for every n, provided

Theorem 1 is what we want to prove. Then 2 IIA/„IIIIA/„II< oo implies 2 II<i>„
II|« and
so the sum A(x, y) converges absolutely a.e. on IXI
If the space (X, m) has
atoms then they must be points since (X, m) is & finite regular, borel measure on a
compact, Hausdorff space. Let X0 be the collection of these atoms. Then X0 can be

at most countable since ¡uis finite. Splitting X = X0 U (X — X0) and H = L2(X0) ©
L2( X — X0), we reduce M^ = Dn © M^. where Dn is diagonal with action on

L2(X0) and A/0, acts on L2(X — X0), and where X\X0 has no atoms. Comparing
the C2 norms of the 4 operator matrix entries for A(A") and A*(X), we obtain the
expressions

2DnXDn,

2M^XDn,

2DnXM^,

and 2 M^XM^,

and their * counter-

parts. A straightforward matrix computation shows Theorem 1 applies to the case
2 DnXDn. For the case 2 DnXM^,, let P¡ be the rank one orthogonal

projection

onto

the space spanned by e¡. If T E L(H) then ||r||2 = 2 II^TH2. Therefore to prove
Theorem 1 for this case, it suffices to prove it for

P,2nnxMK = 2KP.XM,, = 2P,x(xnMj

= p,x{2\„mk)
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where A„ = (Dne,, e,). However it is easy to verify \\P¡XN\\2 = \\P,XN*\\2 (see [10,

11]), hence Theorem 1 holds for 2DnXMt¡>,and similarly for 2 M^XD,,. The only
case left is 2 M^.XM^. and this is all acting on a finite measure space with no atoms.
Therefore involving the Carathéodory measure isomorphism theorem gives us, as
before, the reduction to the £2[0,1] case.
Lemma 20. If A, A* are the infinite sums above, then to prove Theorem 1 for A, A* it
suffices to assume the action takes place on L2[0,1] and <f>„
E C[0,1] for every n.

Proof.

After the above remarks we then use Lusin's Theorem on the sequence

(<j>„)and mimic the proof of Lemma 11. Q.E.D.
Now if, as before, we set O = {(x, y): A(x, y) ¥= 0}, then O is open by the
continuity of each <f>„and the uniform convergence of 2 §n(x)</>„(y). The central
problem is that we do not have a reduction like Lemma 8 regarding the zero set for
A and the "linear independence" of the infinite sequence (M^ ) on sets of finite
measure in [0,1]. Therefore we do not get m X m(O) = 1. This was crucial in order

that // | K(x, y) \2=\\K\\2 for all K E L2([0,1] X [0,1]).
Another difficulty is in trying to obtain Lemma 14 (the key lemma) in this setting.
It was central to the proof that A applied to a rank one operator yield a rank m
operator. In this setting, the infinite summand does not have this property.
Lemma 13 and the earlier results of that section remain true with the identical
proofs. At present, for the case of the infinite summand, all we can achieve modulo
C2 is the following:

Lemma21. If X E C2then\\A(X)\\2= \\A*(X)\\2Proof. If F(x, y) is the L2(XX X,iiX ¡i) kernel function for X, then the kernel
functions for A(A) and A*( A) are A(x, y)F(x, y) and A(x, y)F(x, y), respectively.

Q.E.D.
Lemma22. Let A(A) = 2?°M^XM^, A*(X) = 2? M*XM*nwith c¡>„
E C[0, \\for
every n and2f HnIIi* < oo. Let"A(x, "y) = 2<t>n(x)4>„(y), and"o = {(x, y): A(x, y)
¥= 0} (hence O is open). Let {Ik X Jk} be any collection of rectangles contained in O

with disjoint interiors such that m X m(0\

U (Ik X Jk)) — 0. Let Pk = MX/ and

Qk = MXj. IfA(X) andA*(X) E C2then

lPkA(X)Qk2=2
A

k

\\PkA(X)Qk\\22=2 \\PkA*(X)Qk¡22= ZPkA*(X)Q'k
k

k

Proof. The 1st and 3rd equalities follow as in the proof of Lemma 16(b). Indeed
if F(x, y) E L2([0, 1] X [0, 1]) is the kernel function for A(A"), then
(2¿ Xikix)Xjk(y))F(x, y) is the kernel function for 2 PkA(X)Qk.
The'second equality follows from the fact that \\PkA(X)Qk\\2 = \\PkA*(X)Qk\\2
for every k. To see this, let F(x, y), G(x, y) denote the kernel functions of A(A)
and A*(X), respectively. Since A, A* commute, the kernel functions of AA*( A") and
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A*A(A), which are A(x, y)G(x, y) and A(x, y)F(x, y), are equal almost everywhere [m X m). But then
à{x,y)

||p,a( A)ßJ2 = ffx,k(x)xJk(y)\f\2= ffxfk(x)Xjk(y)Hx,y)
= ffxh(x)Xjk(y> ..,
JJ

l ,|21Â£|2= ífxh(x)xJk(y)—^—2\AG\2

\A(x,y)\¿

JJ

*

'

| A(jc, >^) p

= ffxh(x)xJi(y)\G\2=\\PkA*(X)Qk\\22. Q.E.D.
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